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Description:

Camel Home Automation System controls the operation of a series of electrical and electronic performances of a 
residential site; it monitors the various quantities and it allows to manage them through a control panel touch 
screen. 

It is available with 7 inches (DSR07) or 12 inches (DSR12) color display and it is connected to modules via 
CanBus.    

Through the control panel it's possible to control: lights (with dimmer), electrical sockets, roller shutters (also with 
partial positioning).

Available features:
● scenarios
● climate (it can modify the state and the working temperature)
● scheduled automation events
● show power graphs, with time periods between last 24 hours to last 12 months
● configure and arm/disarm the built-in antitheft system

System configuration is fully accessible through the touchscreen, there's no need of an external PC.

DomoPag is a centralized system, so it can manage devices and features regardless of the module they are 
connected to.
It manages lights power together with electrical sockets (with optional dimming, lasting, switch off delay, other 
inputs conditions) from touch screen, buttons, scenarios and timed events.
Roller shutters can be managed through the touch screen, buttons, scenario, timed event and the output of a rain 
sensor, also in partial position 
Scenarios can be enabled using the touch screen, buttons, other scenarios, timed event.
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Technical CharacteristicsTechnical Characteristics

Model DSR07 DSR12 DSR07C DSR12C

Dimensions
(H x L x P) 163 x 212 x 45 mm 310 x 370 x 65 mm 163 x 212 x 45 mm 310 x 370 x 65 mm

Power supply 24V~ 24Vdc

Power consumption 5 VA 10 VA 5 W 10 W

Processor ARM

Ethernet Port 10/100 Mbit

USB Ports (2) High Speed 2.0

TFT 7” color 800 x 480 12” color 1024 x 768 7” color 800 x 480 12” color 1024 x 768

Touch Screen Resistive

Box
Gewiss

Cod. GW48006
BTicino

Cod. F215/245
Gewiss

Cod. GW48006
BTicino

Cod. F215/245

DSR12

DSR07

It automatically controls the house climate, according to the selected state which could be: off, manual (with 
custom temperature), antifreeze (with custom temperature) or automatic (with temperature defined into the weekly 
temperature profile).

It automatically controls and limits the loads based on the assigned output priority.
Power needed by electrical radiant floors and walls is automatically shared and optimized. 

It schedules automation events.
It captures, stores and displays consumption graphs data. 
It supervises output and measured power to detect faults or unexpected consumption.
It manages a photovoltaic system power so it's not wasted but used for optional services (like swimming pool 
heating). 

All warning messages are shown on the display and also logged to a log file.           

The system can work in cluster mode. Up to 16 control panels can be connected together, each with its touch 
screen and modules.
Through the control panel of each system it's possible to activate scenarios and set up climate of any other 
connected system. This feature is really useful in complex systems, often splitted over multiple floors.
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